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By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
The Campus Master Planning
Committee Tuesday revealed a ten-
tative plan that would increase acces-
sibility on campus making it easier
for people to travel across campus
without the obstruction of vehicular
traffic.
Tom Johnson, chair of the com-
mittee and member of Eastern’s
Board of Trustees, said the plan is
still conceptual at this time because
funding has not yet been made avail-
able for all aspects of the plan.
“This is not etched in granite,”
Johnson said. “All of this is contin-
gent of funding and contingent on
timing.”
The Campus Master Plan will
help to create zones on campus, said
Jeff Conroy, architect for Sizemore,
Floyd, Conroy,
the consulting
firm hired by
Eastern to assist
with the plan.
According to the
plan, the area west
of Fourth Street
would be an ath-
letic zone, the area between Fourth
and Seventh streets would be an aca-
demic and residential zone and the
area between Seventh and Ninth
streets would be used mainly for
parking.
“There are certain zones that real-
ly need to be reinforced,” he said.
The plan will be divided into
three phases spread over the next 15
years but may go beyond 15 years,
Conroy said.
Conroy said each phase will be
approximately five years.
Phase One
The first phase of the Campus
Master Plan includes the renova-
tion and expansion of the Fine
Arts Center, the construction of a
new science building and the
relocation of several departments
in the Physical Science Building,
Life Science Building and Old
Main, the closure of the majority
of Seventh Street and the removal
of  the Clinical Sciences
Building.
The closure of Seventh Street
is a result of renovation and
expansion of the Fine Arts Center.
The loss of parking spaces as a
result of the closure will be accom-
modated for in the creation of new
parking lots and a net increase of
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By Justin Kmitch
News editor
A Lerna man has admitted to
Charleston authorities of his
alleged involvement in a fatal hit
and run accident early Sunday that
injured three Eastern students and
killed a Bloomingdale man. 
John R. Warner, 23, told police
he was involved in an accident
between 11:45 p.m. on Saturday
and 12:10 a.m. Sunday, during
which Stephen A. Gribsby, 22, of
Bloomingdale, was killed.
Ron Tulin, Warner’s attorney,
said Warner provided Detective
Gordon Henderson of the
Charleston Police Department with
the date, approximate time and
location of the incident, and the
registration number of the vehicle
driven. 
Tulin also said Warner was the
only person in the car, a maroon
1984 Buick Century, that allegedly
injured three students in addition to
Mr. Grigsby at the corner of Fourth
Street and Buchanan Avenue.
“Mr. Warner is very sorry for
what happened,” Tulin said. “It was
simply an accident.”
Warner’s car was taken into cus-
tody late Monday at Warner’s resi-
dence so authorities could process
possible evidence.
Warner was released pending
further investigation because no
charges were filed, State’s Attorney
S t e v e
Ferguson said
police are con-
tinuing the
investigation.
F e rg u s o n
would not
speculate as to
why Warner
turned himself
in.
“(Warner) called me on Monday
and requested an appointment,”
Tulin said. “At about 5 p.m. after
talking with Mr. Warner, we went
to the police station where (Warner)
admitted he had an accident at the
time and place in question and gave
the police information he was
required to give by law. Mr. Warner
also voluntarily surrendered his car
to authorities.”
Tulin said Warner waited until
Monday to turn himself in because
“he really wanted to consult an
attorney first.”
As of Tuesday evening, there
was no sign of alcohol involved in
Warner’s accident, Tulin said.
“Absolutely none,” he said.
Ferguson said the police are
interested in the whereabouts and
activities of Warner earlier Saturday
evening.
“We would like to know who
he was with, maybe where he was
or what his activities were,”
Man admits
to hit and run
involvement
John R. Warner
Master plan unveiled
Lacey Buidosik / Staff photographer
Jeff Conroy, architect for Sizemore, Floyd, Conroy, the consulting firm hired by Eastern to assist with the master plan, discusses
the phases the project will undergo during the next 15 years.
Three-phase project to focus on accessibility
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor
A definite route and pickup times have been
decided for Eastern’s shuttle bus, the Panther
Express, and bus pick-up signs are expected to
be placed at  designated bus stops within a cou-
ple of weeks.
Senate member Melissa Girten has been in
charge of working with Ray Epperson, manager
of H&H Transportation, the company who runs
the shuttle system.
Girten and Epperson met Tuesday to finalize
the route and times of the shuttle bus. 
Epperson said things should begin to run
more smoothly once all of the signs are placed at
the stops.
“It will run so much better for both driver and
students once we can get the signs up,” he said.
The shuttle bus will make hourly stops at
each designated location. Weekend routes were
not discussed during this meeting.
City workers have not been able to place
signs at the bus stops because a definite route
and pick-up times were never the finalized.
Now that a definite schedule is set, the city
will be able to produce the signs and place them
at the bus stops within a couple of weeks.
Epperson said his drivers are trying hard to be
accommodating to the students.
“We’ve tried really hard to be student friend-
ly,” he said.
Epperson said a couple of his drivers were
concerned with passengers conduct on the bus.
“A couple of drivers were concerned (about
the conduct), but not anymore,” he said. “All of
the students have been nice and courteous to the
drivers.”
Panther Express made its debut Dec. 1 after
the Board of Trustees approved a $2.50 per
semester fee increase to help fund the shuttle bus
service.
Shuttle bus route finalized; signs expected soon
AT A GLANCE
Shuttle Bus Route Schedule
Hourly stops will be made at each location beginning at the following times:
Morning schedule
n Carman Hall – 7:40 a.m.
n  Greek Court – 7:45 a.m.
n  Taylor Hall – 7:50 a.m.
n  University Union – 7:55 a.m.
n  Blair Hall – 8:00 a.m.
n  Seventh Street and Polk Avenue – 8:03 a.m.
n  East side of the Square – 8:10 a.m.
n  South Side of the Square – 8:15 a.m.
n  Lantz Gym – 8:20 a.m.
n  Lawson Hall – 8:23 a.m.
n  University Apartments – 8:25 a.m.
Afternoon schedule
n  Carman Hall - 11:40 a.m.
n  Greek Court - 11:45 a.m.
n  Taylor Hall- 11:50 a.m.
n  Union - 11:53 a.m.
n  Blair Hall - 11:55 a.m.
n  Seventh Street and Polk Avenue - 11:58 a.m.
n  East Side of Square - 12:00 p.m.
n  South side of Square 12:05 p.m.
n  Wilb Walkers Super Foods - 12:10 p.m.
n  Wal-Mart/ West Park Plaza - 12:15 p.m.
n  Lantz Gym -12:20 p.m.
n  Lawson Hall - 12:23 p.m.
n  University Apartments - 12:28 p.m.*Weekend routes have not been set
23-year-old Lerna resident
released pending investigation
See ADMITS Page 2See PLAN Page 2
More inside
About 1,400 new
parking spaces
part of master
plan
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Jessica Meyers
250 parking spaces on campus.
Conroy said parking spaces lost in
the closure of Seventh Street will be
relocated between Seventh and Ninth
streets.
The closure of Seventh Street
would create a “vehicle free inner-
campus,” Conroy said. “It would be
at least two years until we could close
Seventh Street.”
Conroy said as a result of the clo-
sure of Seventh Street, Garfield
Avenue also will have to be closed.To
compensate for the loss of the park-
ing on Garfield Avenue, a new park-
ing lot will be constructed south of
Weller Hall.
He said one of the first projects in
phase one will be the renovation and
expansion of the Fine Arts Center.
The state Legislature is currently
considering approving funds recom-
mended by the Illinois Board of
Higher Education that would be used
for the Fine Arts Center renovations.
The renovation of the Fine Arts
Center also would result in the demo-
lition of the Clinical Sciences
Building.
The communication disorders
department and health services cur-
rently housed in the Clinical Sciences
Department will be relocated, Conroy
said.
Health Services is tentatively
scheduled to be relocated in either the
Student Services Building or an off-
campus facility, Conroy said after the
meeting.
The communication disorders
department  is tentatively scheduled
to be temporarily relocated to Weller
Hall.
Phase one of the Campus Master
Plan also includes the relocation of
several departments currently housed
in the Physical Science Building, the
Life Science Building and Old Main
because of the construction of a new
science building, Conroy said.
According to the plan, the future
science building would house the bio-
logical sciences department, the psy-
chology department, the chemistry
department the communication disor-
ders department, the office of the
College of Sciences and digital learn-
ing center, Conroy said after the
meeting.
The Physical Science Building
would house the geology, geography
and physics departments, he said after
the meeting.
“These departments would stay
(in the Physical Science Building)
and expand in renovated space,”
Conroy said after the meeting.
The Life Science Building would
house the mathematics department
and the Life Science Annex would
eventually be destroyed to make way
for a courtyard, he said after the meet-
ing.
The Textbook Rental Service is
tentatively scheduled to be relocated
to a location on Edgar Drive on the
east side of campus, Conroy said.
The new Textbook Rental Service
would be a one floor facility, Johnson
said after the meeting.
He said the new facility may be a
“self-service” facility where students
will be able to retrieve their own
books without the help of staff.
Although textbook rental would
not be in a central location, there
would be more parking available for
people who drive to the facility,
Conroy said.
The relocation of the Textbook
Rental Service would save $60,000
per year that is paid in rent, Johnson
said after the meeting.
Conroy said the Housing Office
may move into the space currently
occupied by the Textbook Rental
Service.
Phase Two
Phase two of the Campus Master
Plan tentatively includes the con-
struction of a new Student Services
building and the extension of Edgar
Drive.
Conroy said the extension of
Edgar Drive would provide another
entrance to the campus from the city.
He said the east wing of the
Student Services Building may have
to be maintained because of the high
cost to relocate wiring housed in the
building.
After proposed renovations to the
Student Services Building, the build-
ing is  tentatively scheduled to house
the registration, admissions, career
services, counseling and records
offices, Conroy said.
The construction of a new student
services building would bring togeth-
er many services currently located
throughout campus, he said.
He said the construction of a new
student services building would also
create more “green spaces” on cam-
pus.
Phase two of the plan also
includes the construction of new stu-
dent suite housing south of the Table
Arts Center, Conroy said.
The new housing would replace
Weller Hall which will eventually be
demolished.
The housing would include 62
suites with 248 beds. Each of the
suites would include two bedrooms, a
bathroom and a living room, Conroy
said after the meeting.
Phase Three
Phase three of the Campus Master
Plan includes the construction of a
convocation center, relocation of
married student housing, the develop-
ment of the south athletic fields on the
west side of campus and the develop-
ment of a four-hole golf course near
the athletic facilities on the west side
of campus. 
The convocation center would be
a 10,000-seat facility used for athletic
and recreation purposes, Conroy said.
The new convocation center also is
tentatively slated to include a swim-
ming pool with the option of the ath-
letic department offices.  
The convocation center also
would house a proposed life-long
learning center and improved park-
ing, a press release said.
Conroy said the convocation cen-
ter is only in the early planning stages
because the land on which it will be
built is not owned by the university. 
Under the Campus Master Plan,
married student housing would be
relocated to an area between Ninth
and Tenth streets, Conroy said.
He said the relocation of married
student housing will cut down on
pedestrian traffic on Fourth Street.
Phase three of the Campus Master
Plan also includes plans to construct
new recreational facilities on the east
side of campus, Conroy said.
He said the new recreational facil-
ities, which will be constructed on
18th Street, will include four lighted
softball diamonds and four unlighted
multi-purpose fields. The land the
fields would be built on is currently
owned by the university.
The plan will result in an increase
of approximately 1.2 million square
feet on campus, Conroy said. 
Morgan Olsen, vice president for
business affairs, said the Campus
Master Plan is still very tentative and
a lot of the planning is not yet final.
“We’re looking at the big picture
right now,” Olsen said after the meet-
ing.
Johnson said the BOT will adopt
or modify the Campus Master Plan at
the April 19 meeting.
Conroy said the committee has
worked with Charleston city officials
to determine their needs and they
have been considered in the plan.
He said the plan is parallel to the
city’s planning.
Conroy said the Campus Master
Planning Committee has been work-
ing on the project for about six
months and the designing of the plan
began recently.
The Campus Master Planning
Committee members include:
Johnson, Conroy, Olsen, Mack
Hollowell, BOT member; Teshome
Abebe, provost and vice president for
academic affairs; Lou Hencken, vice
president for student affairs; Jill
Nilsen, acting vice president for
external relations; Gail Richard, fac-
ulty representative; Teresa Sims, staff
representative; Steve Zielinski, stu-
dent representative and Ted Weidner,
director for facilities and planning
management.
Plan
from Page 1
Ferguson said.
The Coles County State’s
Attorney’s Office will continue to
review information as it is provided
for purposes of determining possible
charges.
If charges are filed, Warner could
be charged with reckless homicide,
leaving the scene of an accident
involving death, which is a Class II
felony, and failure to report an acci-
dent involving death within one hour,
which is a felony.
Mr. Grigsby died at about 12:52
a.m. Sunday at Sarah Bush Lincoln
Health Center from a massive skull
fracture and severe trauma to the
head. 
Mr. Grigsby was walking with
four Eastern students, of which only
three were struck from behind, while
walking against traffic.
Elena M. Garza, 20, of Chicago,
was treated and released for injuries
at Sarah Bush Sunday morning.
Albert  R. Lopez, 21, of Franklin
Park, and Lyndsy Paver, 20, of
Winfield, did not require treatment
and also were released Sunday. Tina
L. Johnson, 20, of Saulk Village, also
was taken to Sarah Bush, but Coles
County Coroner Mike Nichols previ-
ously said Johnson was more “emo-
tionally hurt” than “physically hurt.”
Admits
from Page 1 A cartoon on the editorial page
of Monday’s edition of The Daily
Eastern News incorrectly por-
trayed that the University Board
received a $4,000 loan for spring
performances.
The UB received $4,000 in
additional funding.
The News regrets the error.
Correction
Pssst.... the Spring Break Guide is coming... advertise today.    581-2812
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By Christy Kilgore
City editor
As of Jan. 8, all under-
ground storage tanks in Illinois
that have complied with
Environmental Protection
Agency regulations have
received appropriate compli-
ance designation. 
In 1988, the Environmental
Protection Agency passed
down a regulation requiring
all underground storage
tanks to comply with the
new regulations designed to
protect the environment by
Dec. 22, 1998, said Juliann
Heminghous, public infor-
mation officer for the
Illinois State Fire Marshall.
Approximately 7,500 of
the 12,500 underground
tank facilities in Illinois
have received a green decal
which indicates compli-
ance to product deliverers.
“While many have com-
plied and continue in opera-
tion, about a third have
decided to put their tanks
either temporarily or perma-
nently out of service,” said
State Fire Marshall, Thomas
L. Armstead, in a press
release.
Heminghous said if facil-
ities notified the Office of
the State Fire Marshall
before the Dec. 22 deadline,
they could receive a one-
year temporary out of ser-
vice designation that would
allow them an extension to
comply.
Some underground stor-
age tank facilities have cho-
sen to upgrade some of their
tanks and not others. In
these cases, the approved
tanks receive green decals
and the non-approved tanks
receive red decals. This
allows facilities to remain
operational without appr-
oval of all tanks.
The Office of the State
Fire Marshall Division of
Petroleum and Chemical
Safety and the EPA will
handle enforcement of the
new regulations. Fines for
non-compliance can go up
to $11,000 per tank per
day for violators found
guilty, the press release
Only some gas stations comply with EPA  
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Doug Craddock, of Newman, disconnects a 3-inch high pressure rubber hose from a 6400 gallon
tank at the Amoco, Lincoln Highway and B Street, Tuesday evening as his last stop.
One third of gas stations have left their tanks
permanently or temporarily out of business
By Michael Blair
Staff writer
The man who allegedly shot
himself while in custody in the
back of a Coles County Sheriff’s
Department squad car almost two
years ago has been hospitalized
with meningitis.
Cody D. Burch, 21, of Hutton
Township, was in critical condition
Monday at Provena Covenant
Medical Center in Urbana but his
condition has “much improved,”
said Robert Auler, Burch’s attorney.
Burch has been hospitalized
since last week because of  respira-
tory failure caused by meningitis
and has been in a coma for most of
the week, Auler said.
“It has been a life and death sit-
uation for about a week,” Auler
said.  “He is desperately ill. He will
probably be a covalent for a long,
long time ... if he pulls through. But
he has much improved since
Monday.”
Auler said Burch has chest tubes
in both lungs and is still facing neu-
rosurgery because of damages from
the gunshot wound to his head.
Burch is awaiting trial in Coles
County for an unlawful use of a
weapon charge and other offenses
stemming from the incident on
February 5, 1997, when he alleged-
ly shot himself while inside a squad
car.
Auler said because of Burch’s
condition, the trial has been post-
poned and he does not know when
it might be rescheduled.
“It will be a long time, if ever,
when he’ll be ready to go to trial,”
Auler said. “I am unaware of a date
at this time.”
Burch’s mother, Kennie Lynn
Burch, 52, was arrested in July for
for allegedly attempting to hire
someone to kill several county offi-
cials and others.
County court documents filed
last week said Burch will be
allowed to visit her son in the hos-
pital at the discretion of the Coles
County Sheriff’s Department.
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
The Campus Master Planning Committee Tuesday
revealed a tentative plan that would increase the num-
ber of parking spaces on campus by about 1,400.
The Campus Master Plan, which will span more
than 15 years and is is divided into three phases, allows
for the addition and removal of several spaces in order
to make Eastern a more accessible campus.
Tom Johnson, chair of the committee and member
of Eastern’s Board of Trustees, said parking spots will
not be relocated unless they can be moved to a better
location.
“No lot will be relocated unless it will be relocated
to a better lot,” he said.
The plan essentially will create three different zones
on campus, said Jeff Conroy, architect for Sizemore,
Floyd, Conroy, the consulting firm for the project. 
The area between Seventh and Ninth streets will be
used essentially for parking, he said. By using this area
for parking, the area between Fourth and Seventh
streets would be an academic zone and the area west of
Fourth Street would be an athletic zone.
Because of the proposed expansion and renovation
of the Fine Arts Center, the majority of Seventh Street
would be closed to vehicular traffic, Conroy said.
To compensate for the loss of parking on Seventh
Street, Conroy said new parking lots will be established
between Seventh and Ninth streets.
He said as part of the Campus Master Plan, Garfield
Avenue also will be closed and a new parking lot will
be constructed south of Weller Hall with roughly the
same number of spaces.
The W lot won Fourth Street will also be expanded
as part of the plan. Currently the lot contains 417
spaces and after the reconfiguration it will contain 510
spaces, Conroy said.
Conroy said the addition of parking spaces in the W
lot will come from the removal of basketball courts cur-
rently in the lot.
The proposed construction of a convocation center
on campus would account for the majority of the addi-
tional 1,400 spaces created as part of the Campus
Master Plan.
About 800 parking spaces would be constructed
near the convocation center, which is part of phase
three of the Campus Master Plan.
He said the construction of a parking lot was con-
sidered as part of the plan but the cost of building a
parking garage is very high and enough space was
available on campus for parking.
“We didn’t need to concur the expense because we
had enough land,” Conroy said.
He said phase one of the campus master plan would
result in a net increase of 250 parking spaces and phase
two would result in the net increase of 100 parking
spaces. The majority of the parking spaces created in
phase three of the plan would be a result of the con-
struction of the convocation center.
Burch in critical
condition, coma
Master Plan to make
Eastern more accessible
A case of meningitis leaves Burch’s
court date delayed and unknown 
Campus plan broken up over 15 years, three phases
Ice on campus provides
entertainment 
As I write this with one hand, I
knock on wood furiously with the
other. I know the very minute I say
what I am about to say – it will hap-
pen to me. I will join the ranks with
the countless others who have bit it
hard on the ice on campus sidewalks
and roads within the past week. When
counting all my redeeming qualities, I
am the first to admit that I am any-
thing but graceful. That, however,
doesn’t stop me from laughing. Oh
that sounds so mean - I know, but
more than half the falls I have wit-
nessed are pretty well deserved. I
have three fabulous cases in point.
First point - this being the most
brainless. No matter how late you are,
do not run to class on a sheet of ice 3
inches thick and then attempt to climb
the slick stairs double time. I wit-
nessed one guy do this and he went
two for two. You know who you are.
And might I add, you aren’t graceful.
Second point - these aren’t the best
conditions for proving your manly
hood. I witnessed a guy shuffle his
feet and throw fake punches trying to
be Rocky (probably trying to impress
my next case in point). He ended up
falling flat on his face. I could not
help but hum “Eye of the Tiger”
under my breath as I strolled by.
Third point - this being the one
Rocky was trying to impress. And
may I make an additional comment
with my third statement: These winter
months should greatly reduce gripes
pertaining to lack of university spon-
sored entertainment because Eastern
proudly presents Sorority Girls on
Ice. Oh my goodness - girls, for your
own safety put the platforms away. I
have seen more black pants/ pea
coats/ platforms go down throughout
my daily campus treks than a
Saturday night on Lincoln when bars
let out. And just for the sake of being
fair, I traded in my Timberlands for a
cute, uncomfortable pair of black
platforms to see how you do it. I
don’t know how you do it day in and
day out! I do not think you are brave,
but I’m not Rocky The Frat Boy.
Brace yourselves, and remember
I’m not laughing with you, but at you. 
Lizabeth Griesbaum
sophomore speech communications major
Today’s quote
Opinion
page
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Eastern students and faculty have a uniqueopportunity Thursday: a day of workshopsaimed at improving diversity.
The Fourth Annual Opening Doors: Diversity at
Eastern  conference will provide the campus commu-
nity with a total of 13 sessions where they can
observe, discuss and become involved in improving
diversity on campus.
The sessions will address issues including race,
gender, national origin, sexual orientation and ability.
The keynote address will be given by Teshome
Abebe, vice president for academic affairs.
“My remarks will be mostly inspirational and fac-
tual, but most importantly the aspirations and goals
we have at Eastern to make our work and relation-
ships with others not only enjoyable but also support-
ive of one another,” he
said.
Along with Abebe,
other speaker’s include,
Richard Harris, director
of disabled student devel-
opment at Ball State
University, and Rob Flot, assistant director of devel-
opmental programs at Illinois State University.
The sessions are offered all day starting at 8:30
a.m. and going until 9 p.m. All sessions will be held
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. The
workshops are set up so students and faculty can easi-
ly attend at least one or more sessions throughout the
day, depending on their schedule.
The goal of the sessions is to deepen the partici-
pants’ insights about diversity and also develop skills
to improve campus climate. These discussions can
lead to improved relations within the Eastern commu-
nity, but only if students take advantage of the oppor-
tunity and attend the sessions.
The wide variety of sessions and workshops being
offered allow students to find something that interests
them. The sessions range from a panel discussion
with international students and balancing work and
school to conflict resolution and the importance of
diversity.
There will also be sessions to discuss sexual
harassment, the life of students with disabilities and a
discussion about Title IX.
Most sessions will offer participants the chance to
ask questions and get involved with the discussion.
The Opening Doors workshops are an important
step for Eastern to continue to work towards a diverse
and understanding campus, and without student help,
the university can’t progress.
Help Open
Doors
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
Diversity of opinion within the framework of
loyalty to our free society is not only basic to a
university but to the entire nation.
James Bryant Conant
American educator,  1893-1978
Diversity
The campus community needs
to take advantage of the work-
shops being offered to discuss
diversity at Eastern.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
Millions of peopletuned in to watchthe nation’s leaderpresent the State of
the Union address Tuesday
night, maybe because the cur-
rent impeachment trial has
spurred people’s interest, or
maybe people we’re merely
interested in the condition of the
United States.
Nonetheless, President
Clinton chose to address the
nation during the second week of the impeachment trial as
well as the same day his lawyers opened the defense in the
Senate. Some democrats even urged Clinton to delay the
speech but Clinton refused.
Now let’s take a look at Eastern’s President David Jorns.
Will the campus community be hearing the annual State of
the University speech from our current president this year?
Sorry, it’s not in the cards.
Jorns recently said in a written statement, he thinks it
would be more appropriate for Eastern’s incoming president
Carol Surles to make the speech.
“Because we are in the midst of a transition to a new
president, I don’t think it would be appropriate for me to
step in and give a State of the University Address, particu-
larly given timing of the address,” Jorns said in the written
statement.
Jorns said in the statement the Faculty Senate may want
to consider delaying the date of the speech until Surles steps
in March 1.
“The Faculty Senate may want to consider moving the
address to a later date so that Dr. Surles has had the oppor-
tunity to familiarize herself with the campus and would be
in a better position to convey her thoughts and aspirations
for the university,” he said.
The best person to give the State of the University
Address is the person who has been here for the past year
and is already familiarized with the condition of Eastern.
This person is Jorns.
I have the utmost confidence in Surles to “do her home-
work” on Eastern and establish her own goals for the uni-
versity. I think these goals
should and will be expressed to
the community, when she is
confident enough and is ready to
talk about it.
Why should the speech be
delayed when Jorns has been the
university’s leader for the past
year? Were the goals from his
previous State of the University
Address met? 
Jorns said in his address on
March 9, Eastern still remained
the lowest funded university in the state on a per-student
basis, labs were antiquated and classrooms and residence
halls needed to be networked.
“Most of us have worked hard and pulled together. But to
tell you the truth, we still need everything,” he said during
the speech.
Jorns should take the opportunity to address the universi-
ty he has led for the past seven years and present the current
state of Eastern.
I understand some people may believe the address is
altogether a waste of time and more than half the university
won’t even attend the speech. But if the State of the
University Address is inevitable, who other than Jorns is the
most qualified to take on the duty.
Even if people don’t care what Jorns has to say, there is a
question and answer session after the speech where addi-
tional issues can be addressed.
Surles currently is responsible for her university, and the
same goes for Jorns. He will not be stepping on any toes or
interfering with Surles’ transition to Eastern if he ends his
term by telling us where the university stands. Let Surles
lead us from there.
While some presidents can address constituencies in the
midst of an impeachment trial, others will “step down quiet-
ly” and run like the wind.
As a professor of theatre arts, Jorns should be familiar
with and respect this phrase: the show must go on.
President Jorns: the show must go on
“Some presidents
can address con-
stituencies in the
midst of an
impeachment trial,
others will  ‘step
down quietly’ and
run like the wind.”
Tammie Sloup
Associate news editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Tammie Sloup is a senior journalism major and a bi-weekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cutes4@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
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MONDAY Coed 9:00pm
WEDNESDAY Singles 4:30pm*
WEDNESDAY         Coed Dbls. 6:30pm*
*ABC/WIBC Sanctioned
Take a break and have some fun!!
UNION BOWLING LANES
and
RECREATION AREA
Stop by and sign up NOW!
Leagues start Jan. 25th!!
(running through the spring semester)
West wing, Lower Level, Martin Luther King,Jr. University Union           581-7457
$3.50/week 
per person 4 per team
Open Mic Night
*Where the best in local talent 
showcase their stuff*
at Friends
&Co*Free Admissi
on
*Live Music
*Drink Specials
Write for the DEN.
You’ll get to see your
name in the paper
without it being in
police blotter.
581-2812.
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor
Eastern’s Student Government is
distributing a campus card that con-
tains discounts for area businesses
only available to Eastern students. 
The campus card allows students
to receive discounts on purchases
when they present  the card at the
business.
Liz Halbert, student vice presi-
dent for public affairs, said this
year’s campus card offers more dis-
counts from more businesses than in
years past. 
Halbert said she approached the
Student Senate members about
which businesses they wanted to see
on the card. The mentioned busi-
nesses were approached about being
on the card and what discounts they
could offer.
Once the card was filled with
businesses and their discounts, the
Student Government office sent the
card to be manufactured at
Collegiate Services.
“There are a lot more discounts
from different stores,” Halbert said
Halbert said she has received
about 6,000 campus cards, but she is
expecting a second shipment of
6,000 to arrive soon. 
She said she has passed out all of
the cards she has received. Most of the
cards went to Student Senate members
to pass out to the student body.
In past years, the campus card
had an expiration date of one year,
this year the card expires after a year
and a half.
Discounts on the campus card
include:
n 10 percent off regularly priced
clothing at the University Book
Store
n free appetizer at EL Krackers
n Large single
topping pizza and
one quart of Coke
for $8.25 at
Jerry’s Pizza
n $3 off the price
of any pizza pur-
chase at Papa
Johns pizza
n $1 off the price
of a foot-long sub
or 50 cents off the
price of a six-inch sub at Subway
n $1 off the price of any regularly
priced meal at Long John Silver’s
n 10 percent off the price of all pur-
chases at Donna’s Cleaners
n $3 off the price of a complete oil
change at Speed Lube
n $3 off the price of any large pizza
at Pizza Hut
n 10 percent off all purchases $50 or
more at Positively Fourth Street
Records
n one free tan with any tanning
package purchase at Tan Lines
n 10 percent off all purchases at
Wendy’s
n free Size It Up on any one menu
item at “TCBY” Treats
n Large one topping pizza for $6.95
at Domino’s Pizza
n an advertisement for Magellan
Cruise and Travel Inc.
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor
Student Senate members
Wednesday will accept the resigna-
tion of Matt Kennedy and also dis-
cuss two senate resolutions.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m. in
the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Senate members are expected to
receive the resignation of Matt
Kennedy, a newly elected senator
last semester. 
Speaker of the Senate Bill Gruen
said Kennedy was not present at his
first meeting.
Senate members have already
accepted the resignation of three
senate members.
Sirag Abdullah, Rita Gerber, and
Marie Olsen all resigned this semes-
ter.
Senate members also will dis-
cuss a resolution that will set aside a
time during the meeting for prayer
and meditation. 
Gruen said the prayer and medi-
tation time would be part of the
weekly agenda.
“I believe if there is something as
a group that only affects our group,
it should be our decision,” he said.
The other resolution senate
members will discuss is the forma-
tion of an Academic Honor
Committee. 
The committee will look into set-
ting up an academic honor code and
determining if there is a need for
such a code.
Gruen said this committee will
be more representative of the
Eastern community.
“In other schools I’ve looked at,
it takes four to five years to get start-
ed,” he said. “I don’t think it will
take that long.”
If the committee decides there is
a need and interest in the honor
code, it will be up to them to set the
specifics of the code.
By Christy Kilgore
City editor
The Charleston City Council
Tuesday approved the expenditure of
tourism funds toward the development
of a tourist attraction, possibly located
at the Coles County Fairgrounds, to fea-
ture the site of the Lincoln/Douglas
debate.
The $20,000 from the tourism funds
will be matched by state funding, and is
part of the state-wide “Looking for
Lincoln Project.” The project is
designed to promote Abraham Lincoln
lore in Illinois.
The council also voted to put on
public inspection an ordinance that
would change the way the city calcu-
lates utility taxes from a gross receipts
method to a kilowatt per hour usage
method.
This method is possible because of
the deregulation of the electric industry
and would allow local utility provider
Amaren-CIPS to determine where cus-
tomers receive their power. 
Customers of Coles-Moultrie, an
electric cooperative, would not be
affected by the change, nor would prop-
erty belonging to Eastern.
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill said
some customers could see their electric
bills go up after the Aug. 5 effective
date, if the ordinance is approved.
“The average bill for a customer in
Charleston could go up as much as $4
in a year,” Cougill said.
The council also approved an ordi-
nance requiring all Firefighter Battalion
Chiefs to get Emergency Medical
Technician status within 18 months.
“Since they are supervising EMT’s,
they probably need to know what their
subordinates are doing,” Cougill said.
The council put on public inspection
a resolution slating $46,595 for
improvements on Illinois Route 130.
Also included in the repairs would
be the updating of traffic lights on
Fourth, Sixth and Seventh streets.
Also approved by the city council,
on a consent agenda, was $22,500 for
musical entertainment at the 1999 Red,
White and Blue Days Fourth of July
celebration.
City Manager Bill Riebe also
announced the debut of Charleston’s
official Internet site, at
www.charlestonillinois.org.
The site contains information on
Charleston Police, Fire and Recreation
Departments, city council, and other
city groups.
Campus card offers business discountsResignation,
resolutions
on Student
Senate list
By Christy Kilgore
City editor
A Charleston town meeting
will be held today to discuss
ideas regarding the future
development of a
Comprehensive Plan for the
city. 
The meeting will run from
4 to 6 p.m. in the City Council
Chambers located in the
Municipal Building.
Attendees will meet with
Jim Klausmeier of Pflum,
Klausmeier and Gehrum, the
firm contracted to complete
the plan, to discuss possibili-
ties for beautifying the down-
town business area, a press
release said.
Klausmeier will present
ideas generated from the firm
and meetings with the
Comprehensive Plan Steering
Committee.
Charleston City Manager
Bill Riebe said members of
the public are encouraged to
give their input regarding the
Comprehensive Plan
process.
“The things we’re talking
about are expensive,” Riebe
said. “But if you don’t sit
down and plan and dream a lit-
tle, it’s never going to hap-
pen.”
Riebe said ideas have
been generated during pre-
vious meetings concerning
everything from historic
districts and civic centers to
parking and awnings.
“We want the downtown
area to thrive,” Riebe said.
“We want it to be a vibrant
part of Charleston.”
Comprehensive Plan
needs public input
Plan to help ‘beautify’ the Square
City OKs tourism funds
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By Chris Sievers
Staff editor
The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday will discuss sever-
al new and revised course proposals
in two academic departments.
The CAA will meet at 2 p.m.
Thursday in the Arcola/Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
CAA Chair Bill Addison said
the new and revised courses are
from the Philosophy and Family
and Consumer Science depart-
ments.
The new and revised courses
include:
n 149; PHI 3903 - Feminism and
Philosophy; new course
n 149; FCS 3790 -The Hospitality
Industry; revised course
n 149; FCS 3796 - Hospitality
Operations; revised course
n 149; FCS 4345 - Hospitality
Administrations; revised course
n 149; FCS - Conventions and
Trade Shows; new course.
The CAA also will discuss a
revision to the accounting major.
Addison said the general educa-
tion core will not be discussed
because not all of the subcommittee
reports have been completed.
Addison said there are still two
subcommittee reports not yet com-
pleted. The subcommittees were in
charge of reviewing different parts of
the core curriculum and developing
suggestions for improvement.
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor
Sexual harassment happens in
all settings ranging from the work-
place to a college university, and
the law on sexual harassment
changes constantly.
The Office of Civil Rights and
Diversity has created a workshop
explaining the current sexual
harassment case law and how it
applies to a university environ-
ment.
The workshop runs from 2 to
3:30 p.m., Thursday in the Kansas
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Facilitator Rob Miller said the
sexual harassment law is constantly
changing and some new major
decisions were made during the
past summer.
Students, faculty and staff
should attend the workshop to be
aware of sexual harassment
issues and learn what it is, Miller
said.
The workshop will review cur-
rent cases in sexual harassment and
apply it to a university setting and
handle the problem with a universi-
ty procedure, a press release said.
Miller will be the primary
speaker and Cynthia Nichols, direc-
tor of the office of Civil Rights and
Diversity, will also speak he said.
The presentation will consist of
lecture, case scenarios and hypo-
thetical and fictional stories for
audience members to study and
give feedback and answers, Miller
said.  “It is very interactive,” he
continued.
Miller said he encourages any-
one to attend the workshop and said
the Office of Civil Rights and
Diversity will attempt to make
room for anyone interested.
If interested, people should call
the office at 581-5020 to register.
Sexual harassment laws New, revisedcourses top
CAA agenda
on Thursday
WASHINGTON (AP) – To combat a rise of pro-
tectionism in the wake of the global financial crisis,
the Clinton administration plans to push an ambi-
tious agenda to lower trade barriers, including new
trade talks. 
Administration officials said Tuesday that the
new round of talks, which could be called the
Clinton Round, will be the key U.S. goal at a meet-
ing of trade ministers from more than 120 countries
in December. 
Clinton, who was to address the issue in his State
of the Union address Tuesday night, believes it is
important to push ahead with trade liberalization in
an effort to counter growing protectionist sentiment
as nations struggle to cope with the 18-month glob-
al currency crisis. 
“This period of financial stress puts a lot of pres-
sure on our trading partners to backtrack on reform
and openness and the president sees a new round as
keeping the momentum going for openness,’’ said
an administration official, who spoke on condition
of anonymity. 
Clinton will need new trade negotiating authority
from Congress. This authority, known as “fast
track’’ because it requires Congress to consider any
agreements on an expedited basis without the chance
for amendments, has been a contentious issue for the
past two years. 
The administration has been blocked in efforts to
win fast track authority because of determined oppo-
sition from environmental and labor groups who are
insisting that any new trade agreements must include
greater protections for worker rights and the envi-
ronment. 
Rep. Philip Crane, chairman of the subcommittee
that handles trade matters in the House, called on
Clinton to back up his call for new global trade talks
with an aggressive effort to get fast track approved
by Congress in the next six weeks. 
“It would be extraordinarily difficult for the pres-
ident to be credible in these negotiations without
having fast track authority,’’ said Crane, R-Ill. 
Gary Hufbauer, an economist at the Institute of
International Economics, said that the decision to
push ahead with a new trade round was not likely to
overcome opposition to fast track among Democrats,
especially in the House. 
“Clinton will really have to work to persuade
those in his own party in the face of determined
opposition among labor unions,’’ Hufbauer said. 
Clinton seeks new global trade round
STOP
FOR GREAT 
CARRYOUT
DEALS
MEDIUM
Cheese &
Pepperoni
Little Caesars Pizza®
1 $333
NO NEED TO CALL...
FRESH, HOT , READY-TO-GO!
Come Before 4p.m. for 
Faster Service
Valid Wednesday Only! Carryout
Only. No Substitutions, Please.
First Come -First Served
Sorry...No Rainchecks
Wild Wednesday • 345-4743
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Clinton, standing before a
divided Congress weighing his fate,
offered a bold plan Tuesday to pro-
tect Social Security with the huge
budget surpluses that Republicans
are eyeing for tax cuts. 
“First things first,’’ Clinton
insisted. 
On a day of high drama that
shifted from his trial in the Senate to
his State of the Union address,
Clinton recalled the admonition of
new House Speaker Dennis Hastert
for Republicans and Democrats to
work in a spirit of bipartisanship and
civility. 
“Mr. Speaker, let’s do exactly
that,’’ Clinton said. 
The president was welcomed
with respectful applause in the
ornate House chamber where exact-
ly one month ago he was impeached
on a party-line vote. 
Democrats were more enthusiastic. 
Clinton urged spending billions
of dollars for new programs in child
care, education, crime-fighting, the
environment and the Pentagon. And
he called for raising the minimum
wage by $1 an hour over two years
to $6.15. 
Even as his speech was under
way, aides said Clinton also would
announce that the Justice
Department will sue the tobacco
industry to recover billions of dol-
lars in health care costs spent on
smokers. Clinton also is seeking a
55-cent-a-pack tax on cigarettes to
finance much of his proposed new
spending. 
“With our budget surplus grow-
ing, our economy expanding, our
confidence rising, now is the time
for this generation to meet our his-
toric responsibility to the 21st centu-
ry,’’ Clinton said. 
“Let’s get to work.’’
In response to Clinton’s speech,
Republicans said the nation’s busi-
ness would not be hurt regardless of
the outcome of Clinton’s impeach-
ment trial. 
“Our country is not in crisis.
There are no tanks in the streets,’’
Rep. Jennifer Dunn, R-Wash., said
in prepared remarks. 
“No matter what the outcome of
the president’s situation, life in
America will go on.’’
Two special guests were invited
to sit in the House chamber with
first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton as
the president spoke: civil rights pio-
neer Rosa Parks and baseball slug-
ger Sammy Sosa. 
The president also recognized
the widows of two Capitol Police
officers slain last summer by a gun-
man who forced his way into the
building. 
Clinton’s speech came eight
hours after White House lawyers
began defending the president in a
Senate trial, arguing he was inno-
cent of perjury and obstruction of
justice charges and ``must not be
removed from office.’’
The president was to speak from
the same House chamber where
lawmakers voted exactly one month
ago along party lines to impeach
him — only the second time in his-
tory that has happened. 
Clinton’s advance text made no
mention of his impeachment or the
Senate trial that ended for the day
just hours before. His closest refer-
ence was a mention of the “clash of
controversy.’’
On education, the president said
he would send Congress a plan that
for the first time holds states and
school districts accountable for their
progress and rewards them for
results, he said. 
Schools that fail to comply could
lose some of the $15 billion the fed-
eral government spends on educa-
tion. 
“I believe we must change the
way we invest that money, to sup-
port what works and to stop sup-
porting what doesn’t,’’ the president
said. No child should graduate from
high school “with a diploma he or
she can’t read,’’ Clinton said. 
In his remarks on foreign policy,
Clinton said the United States will
continue to contain Iraq’s Saddam
Hussein. “And we will work for the
day when Iraq has a government
worthy of its people,’’ Clinton said. 
In the aftermath of the killing of
more than 40 ethnic Albanians in
Kosovo, Clinton said the United
States and NATO allies “are press-
ing the Serbian government to stop
its brutal repression in Kosovo, to
bring those responsible to justice.’’
He also proposed $4.2 billion —
a 70 percent increase — to disman-
tle and destroy Russia’s nuclear
arsenal and redirect the work of
Russian scientists from weapons to
civilian research. 
On Social Security, Clinton’s
proposal sets up a monumental fight
over how to protect the giant retire-
ment program and deal with GOP
tax-cutting ambitions against a
background of $4 trillion in project-
ed surpluses over 15 years. 
The president’s proposal would
create new 401(k)-style retirement
accounts for workers and invest
some of Social Security’s cash
reserves in the stock market for the
first time. 
Clinton lays out ambitious agenda despite trial
NEW YORK (AP) – A fed-
eral appeals court reversed a $2
million judgment for a former
Connecticut lottery director on
Tuesday, deciding he was fired
justly in 1989 for criticizing a
change that made the Lotto
jackpot harder to win. 
J. Blaine Lewis Jr., 78, of
Glastonbury, Conn., had claimed
his dismissal violated the First
Amendment. But the 2nd U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals said he
was fired for what amounted to
insubordination.
“A high-ranking policy-making
employee does not have, and never
has had, a First Amendment right to
refuse his employer’s directive to pro-
mote agency policy,’’the court ruled.
With our budget surplus
growing, our economy
expanding, our confidence
rising, now is the time for
this generation to meet our
historic responsibility to the
21st century.
President Bill Clinton
“
”
By Laura Irvine
Staff editor
The Faculty Senate Tuesday referred a resolu-
tion regarding students getting absences excused to
attend Job Fairs and familiarizing students with
Career Services from the Student Senate back to
the Student-Faculty Relations Committee.
Student Senate Resolution 98-99-13 “encour-
ages all advisers in the Academic Assistance Center
and within all university departments to familiarize
themselves with the Career Services offerings.”
Student Senate Resolution 98-99-14 states “the
Student Senate encourages faculty and staff to
accept the following documentation as an excused
absence for any classes missed on these designated
days:
n A signed form from Career Services Personnel
acknowledging a students’ attendance at the Job
Fair.
n The students’ written summary of their experi-
ence at the Job Fair.
Senate member Charles Eberly said the Student
Senate wants the Faculty Senate to support the res-
olutions.
“Our objective is to work more closely with the
Student Senate,” he said.
Senate member John Allison said the resolu-
tions from the Student Senate are compensatory
ones.
“This really amounts to recommending acade-
mic advisers to take on another obligation,” he said.
“There’s a distinction that should be made
between academic and career advising,” said
Senate member Gary Foster.
The Senate also discussed the appointment of
people for the Screening Committee for the posi-
tion of director of Financial Aid. Senate member
Norbert Furomo and Mayhar Izadi, professor in
School of Technology, were recommended by the
senate to be the director.
Senate Chair James Tidwell said one individual
will be chosen to direct the committee. 
The Senate members also discussed a report
from the Executive Committee. The report dis-
cussed the feasibility of deciding on naming a
room in Booth Library after someone.
In other news, the Senate approved the release
of the executive session minutes, regarding the re-
assignments of Mary Herrington-Perry and Charles
Evans, from the Dec. 8 meeting. 
Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs Teshome Abebe said the minutes “are
too explicit for a confidential conversation.”
Abebe also said the executive session minutes
could have been a little more general.
Faculty Senate Chair James Tidwell said he dis-
agreed and thinks it is time for the minutes to be released.
“The appointment has been made public,” he
said
Excused absence resolutions shown
to Faculty Senate to approve, support
Court alters
decision with
firing award
FREE RADIO + $1250!
Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations. Earn
$3 - $5 per Visa/MC app. We
supply all materials at no cost.
Call for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a
FREE Baby Boom Box. 1-800-
932-0528 x65. www.ocmcon-
cepts.com
_____________________4/12
AVAILABLE NOW!  Individuals
to do intermittent in-home care
for children/adults with disabili-
ties in COLES, CUMBERLAND,
and DOUGLAS counties.
Primarily evenings, and week-
ends. Excellent second job.
Send resume or apply at CCAR
Industries, 825 18th Street,
Charleston, IL  61920. E.O.E.
______________________2/5
MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
Whoever said "going to work"
had to be boring and ordinary?
Heritage Residential
Alternatives offers a new and
rewarding experience working
with individuals with develop-
mental disabilities. Your con-
cern can make a difference
while you make excellent pay!!
FT/PT positions available now!
Life/Health/Dental/401K for FT
and competitive starting salary,
flexible scheduling. HABILITA-
TION AIDES/CNA'S P.T.
ASSISTANT, ACTIVITY AIDES,
NURSES/LPN'S. 2nd and 3rd
shifts, Flex time available, Full
training including state certifica-
tion. $6.80-8.61 per hour. Send
resume or applications to:
Human Resources, 738 18th
St., Charleston, IL 61920.
Walk-Ins welcome, EOE. "All
things are possible to those who
believe."
_____________________1/22
Full Time/Part Time positions
available to motivated, orga-
nized people interested in work-
ing in a 16 bed group home
serving individuals who have
developmental disabilities.
Looking for a midnight to eight,
Medical Unity Director and
Activity Director. Requires a
H.S. diploma or GED. Apply in
person at 910 17th street or call
345-2922. Ask for Scott.
_____________________1/21
Team oriented, energetic
housekeeping/janitorial compa-
ny seeks mature, serious peo-
ple. Flexible hours. Above aver-
age pay available. Call Peggy
@ 345-6757.
_____________________1/21
12 CNA's needed immediately
for full time 2nd and 3rd shift
positions. Excellent Benefits
package includes life, health,
401k and dental. Highly com-
petitive starting salary. PART
TIME ALSO AVAIL. Apply @
738 18th Street, Charleston, IL
61920.
_____________________1/22
Summer Jobs!  COME TO NEW
HAMPSHIRE FOR THE SUM-
MER!  6/20 - 8/19. Outstanding
brother/sister sports camps on
Lake Winnipesaukee (near
Boston, Main Coast, NH White
Mountains)  seek skilled coun-
selors for land sports, water
sports, and the arts. Room,
board, and most transportation
paid. Call us, or apply at our
internet sites: Boys: www.win-
aukee.com; 800-791-2018;
Girls - www.robindel.com; 888-
860-1186.
______________________2/1
Hope House and Arcola CILA
are looking for people to work
as hab aides in group home and
residential setting. Shifts avail-
able, 3 - 9 pm M - Sun, 10 - 6, 8
- 4, 3 - 11 Sat. - Sun. You can
apply at 106 E. 2nd South
Street Mon - Fri. 9 - 11 am or 5
- 7 pm. Drive up and meet
some of our residents!  Must be
18.
_____________________1/25
Housekeepers Wanted!  Hope
House and Arcola CILA need
someone to fill
housekeeper/hab aide position.
Hours are 5:30 - 11:30 at Hope,
5:30 - 10 at CILA. Apply at 106
E. 2nd South Street, Arcola M -
F 9 - 11 am or 5 - 7 pm.
_____________________1/25
Mature student needs math
tutor. Will pay $$$. Call Lisa
Anne at 581-2198.
_____________________1/20
Accepting Applications for
rewarding experience working
with children. The Graywood
Foundation is seeking individu-
als with integrity and enthusi-
asm to work with special chil-
dren in their homes.
Opportunities for advancement,
internships, and experience in
your field of study, or to begin
your career. Mattoon and
Charleston sites available
Second and Third shifts.
Weekday and Weekends avail-
able. $6.80-8.83/hr. Part Time.
Apply at 1550 Douglas Drive
Suite 206 Chas. 8a-5p.
_____________________1/22
ATTENTION EIU STUDENTS!!
We are looking for enthusiastic
students with good communica-
tion skills to raise money for
College/University Annual
Funds. Evening hours, Sunday-
Thursday 7-11p.m. $6.00 per
hour, paid training. Great
resume builder. Come join our
positive work environment!  Call
Sara at 217-345-1303 for a
phone interview.
_____________________1/22
It pays to lose weight!  47 peo-
ple to lose weight now!  All nat-
ural, guaranteed, Doctor recom-
mended. Call Laura at 1-800-
448-3197.
_____________________1/20
SPRING BREAK 99!  Cancun,
Nassau, Jamaica. Travel Free
and make lots of Cash!  Top
reps are offered on-site staff
jobs. All-Inclusive Deals, 32
hours FREE Drinks. Special
Discounts up to $100 per per-
son. Lowest price Guaranteed.
Call now for details!
www.classtravel.com 800/838-
6411.
_____________________1/21
$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
Required. Free information
packet. Call 202-452-5942.
______________________5/4
ATTN: WORK FROM HOME!
$500 - $4,000 P/T or F/T per
month. Training provided. ulti-
matesuccess.com or 800-228-
3661.
_____________________1/25
ATTENTION!  ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education, and other majors.
Gain valuable experience by
WORKING with adults and chil-
dren with developmental dis-
abilities. FLEXIBLE scheduling
for EVENING, NIGHT, and
WEEKEND shifts. Paid training
is provided. Apply at: CCAR
Industries 825 18th St.,
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E. _
______________________5/4
LPN's needed in home with 5
developmentally disabled
adults. Morning, evening and
weekend part-time hours avail-
able. Apply at 106 E. 2nd South
Street, Arcola, M - F 9 - 11 am.
or 5 -7 pm.
_____________________1/25
Need some cash?  Sell your
unwanted items in the Daily
Eastern News. Make your way
to Buzzard to place your ads
today.
___________________OO/HA
Happily married Christian cou-
ple of ten years seeking open
adoption. Stay home mom, pro-
fessional dad. We will cherish
you forever and give your baby
unconditional love. Call Becki
or Mike collect at 309-833-3377
or Theresa, our attorney at 309-
692-1087.
_____________________1/25
SPRING BREAK-LAST
CHANCE to “Break with the
Best”!!  Join us in Cancun,
Jamaica, Mazatlan, or S. Padre.
Prices from $399. SAVE $200 +
get FREE Meals & Parties.
1.800.SURFS.UP. www.studen-
texpress.com.
_____________________2/23
Fall 5,4,3, & 2 bedroom houses
and brand new 2 bedroom
apartments. Close to campus.
Call 348-5032.
______________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL ‘99. 1,
2, & 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. GREAT LOCA-
TION. 345-6000.
______________________5/4
710 Buchanan - 1/2 block north
of campus. 3 bedroom fur-
nished for 5 - 6 students. Call
345-8547.
_____________________1/22
Furnished 4 bedroom, 1250
square feet, parking, laundry,
low utilities, available Fall and
Spring ‘99/00 (also available
Summer ‘99). $205 per bed-
room, 10 or 12 month lease, 6
blocks north of Hardee’s, phone
Dawn at 345-8893.
______________________2/8
Available Spring Semester - 2
bedroom close to campus.
Washer/Dryer. No pets!
$400/month. Call 345-5037.
_____________________1/22
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS!
1611 9th Street. One girl need-
ed for spring semester. Newly
redecorated apartment com-
pletely furnished. 2 garage
spaces also available for spring.
Call 345-7136.
______________________5/4
AVAIL AUG, 2 BD 1 1/2 BATH
FURN APT. 12 mo. lease, trash
paid, free laundry facility. 1017
Woodlawn. 348-7746.
______________________5/4
ALL UTILITIES PAID!!  Large 1
bedroom apartments available
for Fall ‘99. NO PETS!  NO
PARTIES!!  Very quiet building.
Mature, responsible people
only. $385 per month. 11 1/2
month lease. Located at 24
West Buchanan Avenue. Call
345-6759 and leave message.
______________________5/4
AVAIL. NOW, BRAND NEW
3BD DUPLEX For Spring
Semester, has all the amenities,
water and trash paid. $750/mo.
820 Lincoln Ave. 348-7746.
______________________5/4
1 BR large furnished apt. locat-
ed at 743 6th Street nice!  Also
available large 2 BR Apt. Avail
now. Call 581-7729 or 345-
6127. $355 per mo.
______________________5/4
Close to campus. 3 bedroom, 2
bath. 1223 3rd. Fall ‘99 for 4
people. 345-7530.
_____________________1/26
1, 2, 3, BEDROOM APTS.
AVAILABLE. CALL OLD-
ETOWNE. 345-6533.
______________________5/4
For lease - Large 3 bedroom
furnished apts. for 1999 - 2000
school year. Call 345-3664
after 4:00 pm.
______________________2/1
Girls very large furnished house
for 7 on first St. No pets. 345-
5048 9-5p.m.
_____________________1/22
Spring ‘99 - On Square 3 or 4
people, Loft, 2 Bedroom sky
light. Heat, water, & trash $215
each. 348-7733.
_____________________1/21
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
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Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 15 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on Wed. Jan. 20, 1999
at 9:00p.m. in The Newman Chapel. The Newman Chapel is on
the corner of 9th & Lincoln. Fellowship following Mass.
COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION. Meeting on Jan. 20, 1999
at 6:00p.m. in the Greenup Rm, MLK Union 3rd Floor. We will
be holding elections so everyone please attend. We will also be
discussing ideas for the semester.
ASTRONOMY CLUB. Meeting on Jan. 20, 1999 at 8:00p.m. in
Rm. 208 of the Physical Science Building. Everyone Welcome!
ETA SIGMA GAMMA (HEALTH HONORARY). Information
Meeting on Wed. Jan. 20, 1999 at 5:00p.m. in Lantz Gym Pool
Lounge (2nd Floor). Majors and minors with cumulative GPA of
3.0 or Health GPA of 3.0 or higher are eligible. FREE PIZZA!!
WESLEY FOUNDATION. WF Service Group on Wed. Jan. 20,
1999 at 8:00p.m. at the Wesley Foundation, across 4th from
Lawson. Meets once a week to discuss service in everyday life
on our campus and to plan monthly community projects.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Communion on Wed. Jan. 20, 1999 at
9:15p.m. at the Wesley Foundation, across 4th from Lawson.
Join us to sing choruses followed by an informal, student-led
Communion service every Wed. night at 9:15p.m. Everyone is
invited.
EIU MENS RUGBY. First Informational Meeting on Wed. Jan.
20, 1999 at 7:00p.m. in the MLK Union Walkway. No experience
necessary!  Everyone is welcome.
PSI CHI. Informational Meeting on Wed. Jan. 20, 1999 at
6:00p.m. in 331 A Physical Science Building. All psych majors
welcome.
THE SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT. Weekly
Meeting on Wed. Jan. 20, 1999 at 7:30p.m. in 306 Coleman Hall.
Tonight we will have an open discussion. New members wel-
come!
CampusClips
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NICE 1 BDRM APT FOR 2
PERSONS. FURNISHED
$440/MONTH. 1 BLOCK
NORTH OF O’BRIEN FIELD.
CALL HOWARD. 348-7653.
______________________5/4
DORM SIZE FRIG as low as
$25.00 for Spring Semester.
348-7746.
______________________5/4
For lease for the fall of ‘99 - 2
through 6 bedroom houses.
346-3583.
_____________________1/20
3 Bedroom apts. 1125 4th St. &
1426 9th St. $230 per month,
per person. call 345-6621.
______________________5/4
McArthur Manor apartments. 2
bedroom furnished. No pets.
Call 345-2231.
______________________5/4
APARTMENTS!! 2 or 3 bed-
rooms for fall. Call CAMPUS
RENTALS at 345-3100 between
3-9p.m. See our website:
www.campus-rentals.com.
_____________________1/29
Brittany Ridge Fall 1999. 10 mo
lease. 5 person. Stove, Ref.,
Washer & Dryer. $220 per mo.
per person. 345-9355.
_____________________1/22
Spacious 2 bedroom apart-
ments. Furnished, trash pick
up, close to campus. 3 bedroom
House  next to park available for
the 1999 - 2000  school year.
Call 349-8824, leave message.
_____________________2/19
1 & 2 bedroom apartment. 3, 4,
& 5 bedroom houses. 11 & 12
month leases. Trash, washer &
dryers. No pets. 345-4602.
_____________________1/29
3 bedroom apartments. Extra
nice. Very large near campus.
Phone 345-9258 after noon or
345-2416 anytime.
_____________________1/22
Four bdrm House for Group
Rental. Available for Fall ‘99.
$1,125/mo. Adequate for four to
six occupants. 12 month lease.
Located at 503 Harrison. Call
897-6266.
_____________________1/22
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 bedroom apts. &
houses available. Furnished,
trash & water included. Very
clean. Almost new. Call 348-
0819 and leave message.
_____________________1/22
For Rent - Condos Oceanside.
$313-320. $320-$327.
Pompano Beach, FL 345-3306.
_____________________1/26
7/8 persons for large 2 story
home, furnished plus
washer/dryer. 1 block north of
O’Brien field. Call Howard 348-
7653.
______________________5/4
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING FOR 1999 -
2000 SCHOOL YEAR!  1611
9th Street. 1 block east of Old
Main, completely furnished.
Heat & garbage included. 9
month individual lease. Call
345-7136.
______________________5/4
Girls 1, 2, & 3 bedroom fur-
nished Apt. walking distance to
school. No pets. 345-5048 9-5
p.m.
_____________________1/22
Sublessor needed. Own bed-
room, one housemate. Next to
campus call 815-485-8710.
_____________________3/15
Sublessors needed. 2 bedroom
apartment, rent negotiable.
1112 Division #1. Open imme-
diately. Call Jim Wood at C-21
Wood Real Estate at 345-4489.
_____________________1/29
SUBLESSORS NEEDED. 2
bedroom Apt. available for
Spring 99. Call 345-4019.
_____________________1/22
Sublessor needed. 1 bedroom
Apt. Near the Square.
Water/Trash paid. Call 348-
5213 after 6:00p.m.
_____________________1/21
Newly Remodeled House
Across from Domino’s. 345-
5022.
______________________5/4
New 3BR House 2-Story; 1 1/2
Bath. Close to Campus. 345-
5022.
______________________5/4
For Sale: Compaq Computer &
printer. $350 o.b.o. Call 348-
7677.
_____________________1/27
Color Monitor 14", Ink Jet
Printer, 600 3EP Plus Scanner,
Packard Bell 200 MHZ w/32
RAM 16 x's speed C.D. Rom.
$699. 348-1107.
_____________________1/21
Home for sale, Charleston,
close to campus, 3 bedroom, 2
bath, newer construction,
$105,000, 345-0175.
_____________________1/29
Lost: Set of 5 keys with 93.1
WRT key chain. Return to
Student Publications.
_____________________1/20
Found: Pair of glasses outside
physical science building.
Contact geology/geography
dept. Rm. 3221 physical science
or call 2626.
_____________________1/23
Happy Birthday Lisa Bedo!
Hope ya have a good one.
Love, KB, Bird, Twardy, & Kathy.
_____________________1/20
To the Men of Lambda Chi
Alpha~ Thank you for the beau-
tiful roses and the opportunity to
represent you as your sweet-
heart. I could not ask for a more
wonderful honor. Love, Your
Crescent Girl Amanda.
_____________________1/20
Melinda Hickox and Lisa
Masengale of Tri Sigma.
Congratulations on the State
Pageant!  We are Proud of you!
Love, your sisters.
_____________________1/20
Congratulations to Elizabeth
Rayhill of Kappa Delta on her
engagement to Kevin Kyburz.
_____________________1/20
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
WELCOME BACK TO THE
WARMTH OF TROPI-TAN. 10
TANS $25. 348-8263.
_____________________1/29   
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for drawing
classes for Spring 1999 semes-
ter. To apply, come to the Art
Office, Fine Arts 216.
_____________________1/27
Eta Sigma Gamma (Health
Honorary) is having an informa-
tional meeting (01-20-99) in
Lantz Building Pool Lounge at
5:00pm. FREE PIZZA!
Cummulative GPA of 3.0 or
Health GPA of 3.0 are eligible.
_____________________1/20
CONDOM BINGO!!  Thursday
night, 7:30 in the Greenup
Room of the Union Sponsored
by BACCHUS.
_____________________1/21
Elections on January 19th at
2pm and January 20th at 3pm
in Coleman 109. Interested in
the Sigma Iota Lambda  elec-
tions for spring semester, all
pre-law society members must
attend.
_____________________1/20 
30% OFF All merchandise at
Dale Bayles on Campus.
Wednesday & Thursday. Hours
10-5.
_____________________1/21
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
This
S P A C E
For Rent
By Bill Ruthhart
Staff writer
After being a champion at many
levels throughout his career, junior
wrestler Kelly Revells looks to get
back on top after being declared aca-
demically ineligible this past semes-
ter.
“It’s been pretty hard watching
everyone else wrestle,” Revells said.
Last year, Revells came to
Eastern for the opportunity to work
with Panther head coach Ralph
McCausland. 
During his sophomore season,
Revells was once again on top of his
game. He won the East Regional at
the 126-weight bracket and qualified
for the NCAA National
Tournament.
Entering this fall, however,
Revells was forced to sit out from
competition while continuing to
practice and work hard to get his
grades up.
And although it was difficult, the
Eastern grappler kept his mind set
on what needed to be done. 
“I just tried to stay focused and
get my grades up so I could be eligi-
ble,” Revells said. 
That focus and hard work has
paid off, as Revells
returned to wrestling
competition Friday night
against Northern Illinois.
Eligibility does not lead to auto-
matic success, as Revells dropped
his first two matches of the year. 
Although the 133-pounder has
returned to the mat, McCausland
said being ineligible has taken its
toll.
“I think it had an effect on him
this weekend,” McCausland said.  
Revells agrees that he’s not
where he should be for this time of
year.
“I’m not in as good of shape as I
ought to be,” Revells said. “I’m still
trying to get my match wrestling
back.”
Now the Eastern wrestler is faced
with the uphill battle of getting back
into match wrestling form before
regionals roll around. 
Revells does not view this as a
negative situation, but merely as a
period of adjustment.
“I don’t consider this starting
back up from the bottom,” Revells
said. “It’s just something I have to go
through.”
Revells does not expect results to
be handed to him – he knows he’ll
have to work for what
he gets.
“This is part of
Division I wrestling,”
Revells said. “No one, in any sport,
can just come in and start at the top.”
The road ahead for Revells will
be tough, but his quickness, intensi-
ty, and competitiveness are all
advantages the Eastern wrestler
holds going into his quest to become
an All-American.
His past experience could give
Revells the confidence he needs to
succeed again this season.
Revells, at no matter what level,
has always found success. The
Summerville, S.C. native was a two-
time state champion in high school,
and as a freshman, was a junior col-
lege national champion for Lassen
Community College in California
prior to his Eastern success.
“I think qualifying as a sopho-
more gave him a big boost of confi-
dence,” McCausland said.
Ultimately, it could be Revells’
character that carries him through
this difficult adjustment period.
“Kelly’s a genuinely good guy.”
McCausland said. “He works very
well with his peers and is a good
competitor.”
Coming back isn’t easy
Lacey Buidosik/ Associate photo editor
Junior Kelly Revells (133) returned to action Friday night after an academic inel-
igibility kept him off the mat for the fall semester.
Revells returns to action after academic ineligibility
Panther
wrestling
David Pump
Staff writer
The dream of playing profes-
sionally is a goal for all college
athletes, but for former Panther
soccer players Matt Bobo and
Mike Czarnecki, that goal may
soon become a reality.
Both were drafted by indoor
teams from the National
Professional Soccer League.
Bobo was selected in the sec-
ond round, 36th overall, by the
Wichita Wings.
“I am pretty excited, but I
don’t really know that much
about Wichita,” Bobo said. 
The Kansas City Attack draft-
ed Czarnecki in the third round
with the 45th overall pick.
“I didn’t know I was eligible,”
Czarnecki said.  
“I found out through Coach
(Tim) McClements. When he
called me to tell me that I was
drafted, I figured he was origi-
nally calling me to tell me I for-
got to turn something in.”
Neither Bobo nor Czarnecki
has committed to joining the
teams that drafted them because
the two seniors want to check out
other options.
“I have talked to the coach of
the Chicago Stingers, but right
now I am waiting to see what
happens,” Bobo said. 
The defender from Des
Moines, Iowa, also was named to
the All-Region team during the
same week.
“I was surprised,” he said. “I
was living high for a little while.”
Being drafted was a shock,
Czarnecki said, but now the mid-
fielder needs to decide if playing
indoors is for him.
“Playing indoor soccer isn’t
my ultimate goal,” Czarnecki
said. 
“Getting drafted into the
Major League of Soccer would
be, but that is kind of unlikely
right now. So this whole semes-
ter I will be going to try-out with
different teams.”
Czarnecki practiced with the
Attack over winter break, and he
said Kansas City was impressed
with his showing.
“I trained with the (Attack)
for a few days, and the coach
liked me,” he said.  “He wanted
to sit down with me and talk
about signing a contract.”
If Czarnecki does sign with
the Attack, he will be playing
with Missouri Valley opponent,
Eric Wilson from Drake.
“It was a little easier to talk to
him because we had something
in common,”
Czarnecki said.
Along with drafting Bobo,
Wichita also gave former Panther
forward Jeff Nix a try-out.
“I think that this will show
people that I can play at the next
level,” Nix, a collegiate All-
Region selection, said. 
Regardless of where his for-
mer players end up, McClements
said all three will make an
impact with their respective
teams.
“They are obviously excep-
tional players,” McClements
said. “Not only on the field, but
also off the field.”
As for the spring, Bobo,
Czarnecki and Nix are still at
Eastern trying to finish their
degrees before moving on.
“Getting paid to play is a pri-
ority, but the most important
thing is they are working on their
degrees,” McClements said. “The
NPSL is the top indoor league in
the country, and it is a great start-
ing point.”
Czarnecki is leaning towards
signing with Kansas City, for
that reason.
“The league has a mix of
players from the MLS and the A-
League,” Czarnecki said.
“Regardless, I have higher goals
than (playing indoors), but wher-
ever I go I will try to help out the
team.”
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presents an
Alcohol FREE
SWING NIGHT
This Wednesday Night
FREE LESSONS 7:30 - 9:00 PM
* 18 years & Older
* $3.00 Cover Charge
* Special Drinks
* NO ALCOHOL ALLOWED
* Doors Open 7 PM - 1AM
410 Sixth Street
Charleston, IL
(217) 348-8018
One half block north of the Square
$1.50
Miller Liteill i
Bottlesl
Philly Steak w/fries $349
Meet your Match!
Nuts & Bolts are back
(match wins prizes!!)
$150 16 oz. Lite Bottles
&
DJ Jonny 6 Pak
Wednesday at
Let
’s d
o
Lun
ch!
toni
te:
plus
The Daily Eastern News
is your door to the EIU community.
David Pump / Staff photographer
Senior Matt Bobo was one of three Panthers taken in the National Professional
Soccer league draft.
Headed to the pros?
After playing seven games in
14 days and two straight losses, a
week off has come at the perfect
time for the men’s basketball team.
“After the schedule we’ve
played, we need a break and a rest
for a little bit,” Panther head coach
Rick Samuels said. 
The next action for the Panthers
will be on be Saturday night when
they entertain Southeast Missouri
at Lantz Gym. To prepare for the
second-place Indians, Samuels let
the players have days off on
Sunday and Monday, and the team
had a light practice Tuesday.
Samuels said having Sunday
and Monday off would give the
players a chance to rest not only
physically, but also mentally.
With the extra time the team
will be having this week, it will be
working on preparing for
Saturday’s game and also Panther
fans might be seeing a different
style of basketball.
“With the extra time, we will
polish things up for the final con-
ference rush and work on putting
some new wrinkles into plays,”
Samuels said. 
Eastern is currently on a two-
game conference losing streak
after home losses to Tennessee-
Martin and Murray State this past
week. Before the two-game losing
streak, Eastern was on a four-game
winning streak.
Home not so sweet
to OVC teams
Eastern might have lost two
conference games at Lantz Gym
this past weekend, but losing at
home has been a common occur-
rence in the Ohio Valley
Conference. 
With Eastern’s two losses this
past week, the only team in the
OVC that has not lost a conference
home game is the undefeated
Murray State squad.
The Racers will put their nation
best 37-game home winning streak
on the line this week when they
host Tennessee State on Tuesday
and Austin Peay on Thursday.
Home teams are just 21-20 in
conference games this season, and
10 OVC teams have achieved road
wins this season.
Tennessee-Martin head coach
Cal Luther said the home team
record for conference teams shows
how evenly balanced the OVC is
this year.
“I think the league is pretty dag-
gone good this year,” he said. 
Tennessee-Martin and Eastern
Kentucky are still looking for their
first conference home wins, as the
Colonels are 0-5 and Tennessee-
Martin is 0-2.
“If you lose at home, then you
can throw any opportunity you
have to be a contender out the win-
dow,” Luther said.
“If you win all your games at
home and split on the road, then
you have a chance to win the con-
ference.”
Winless no longer
It took overtime to accomplish
it, but Eastern Kentucky was able
to achieve its first conference win
of the season with a 64-60 road
win over Tennessee-Martin last
Tuesday. This win snapped a 12-
game losing streak for the
Colonels
But the winning streak did not
last that long, as the Colonels fol-
lowed up the win with a 98-78 loss
to Morehead State on Saturday to
drop their OVC record to 1-7. 
Games will not get much easier
for Eastern Kentucky, as it plays
six of its next seven games on the
road.
The Colonels will also have to
play the rest of the season without
sophomore center Ronnie Griffin,
who was suspended from the team
for violating team rules at practice. 
Underclassmen 
making presence 
Eastern sophomore forward
Kyle Hill is one of five underclass-
men in the top six for scoring in the
OVC. 
Hill’s 15.8 points per game
place him sixth in the conference,
and the only upperclassman in the
top six is Murray State’s Isaac
Spencer. 
Leading the conference is
Tennessee State’s Jamie Roberts,
who is the only player in the con-
ference to average over 20 points a
game.
–compiled by Matt Wilson
Eastern takes time
off to polish upCzarnecki, Nix and Bobo looking at Indoor League teams
Write sports. Write sports. Write sports.
call Chad @ 7944
Advertise.
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Scoreboard
Today
No events scheduled.
Thursday
7 p.m. – Wrestling vs. Purdue (Lantz
Gym)
Playoffs 
At A Glance 
Wild Cards  
Saturday, Jan. 2  
Miami 24, Buffalo 17  
Arizona 20, Dallas 7  
Sunday, Jan. 3  
Jacksonville 25, New England 10  
San Francisco 30, Green Bay 27   
Divisional Playoffs 
Saturday, Jan. 9  
Atlanta 20, San Francisco 18  
Denver 38, Miami 3  
Sunday, Jan. 10 
New York Jets 34, Jacksonville 24  
Minnesota 41, Arizona 21    
Conference Championships  
Sunday, Jan. 17 
Atlanta 30, Minnesota 27, OT  
Denver 23, New York Jets 10  
Super Bowl  
Sunday, Jan. 31 
At Miami
Atlanta vs. Denver, 6:18 p.m. (FOX)  
Pro Bowl  
Sunday, Feb. 7 
At Honolulu  
AFC vs. NFC, 6 p.m. (ABC)  
EASTERN CONFERENCE 
Atlantic Division
Pts  GF  GA 
Philadelphia             56       131       86 
New  Jersey              51       122      111 
Pittsburgh                47       120     108 
N.Y. Rangers           41      116      122 
N.Y. Islanders           29        99       129 
Northeast Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Ottawa                      54       130       100 
Toronto                    53       142     127 
Buffalo                     53       119       86 
Boston                       47        115        94 
Montreal                   42        106     117 
Southeast Division
Pts  GF  GA 
Carolina                    47      115      108 
Florida                        41       103      112 
Washington              36        99      109 
Tampa  Bay                24       91       152 
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Central Division
Pts  GF  GA 
Detroit                      47      130      118 
St. Louis                    41      107       100 
Nashville                   36       102       140 
Chicago                    31       94       138 
Northwest Division 
Pts       GF        GA 
Colorado                 44       105      107 
Edmonton               42       123      113 
Vancouver                 36       115       135 
Calgary                   32       107      134 
Pacific Division 
Pts        GF       GA 
Dallas                     61        123       83 
Phoenix                  52        106       82 
Anaheim                  42         107      101 
San  Jose                41         101      103 
Los  Angeles          36        100      113 
*Late games not included
Tuesday’s Results
Tampa Bay 2, Buffalo 1
Ottawa 2, N.Y. Rangers 1
Nashville 4, Vancouver 1
Detroit at Calgary
St. Louis at Phoenix
Colorado at Los Angeles
Today’s Games
Florida at N.Y. Islanders, 7:30 p.m.
Toronto at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.
New Jersey at Anaheim, 10:30 p.m.
Men’s basketball
Tuesday’s results
Ohio State 72, Purdue 43
Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
Conf           Overall
Murray State              8-0              16-2
SE Missouri               8-1              11-6
Eastern                     5-4               10-9
Tennessee State       4-4                7-8 
Morehead State        4-4                7-9
Austin Peay               4-4                6-9
Middle Tenn. 3-5              5-13
Tennessee Tech        2-6              6-10
Tenn–Martin              2-6              4-11
Eastern Kentucky       1-7              2-14
OVC leaders
SCORING
G    Pts   Avg/G
1.J. Roberts-TSU          15      311    20.7
2. E. Brown-MORE       16     316   19.8
3.T. Hassell-APSU       15     279   18.6
4. I. Spencer-MUR        18     309   17.2
5.W. Robinson-EKU    16     263  16.4
6. K. Hill-EIU                19     300  15.8
7. R. DeMichael-UTM  15     223  14.9
8. J. Heard-TECH        16     235  14.7
9. C. Hemphill-TECH    16     234   14.6
10. A. Reese-MUR       18     258   14.3
REBOUNDING
G     TOT    Avg/G
1. B. Eley-SEMO       17     170       10.0
2.T. Hassell-APSU    15     140        9.3
3.R.DeMichl-UTM      15      137         9.1
4. J. Johnson-TSU     15     130        8.7
5. C.Williams-TSU    15    121        8.1
6. I.Spencer-MUR     18     127         7.1
7.W.Wthorn-TECH  16     108       6.8
8. D. Mattox-EKU      16      93        5.8
9.D.Virgil-MUR           18      104         5.8
10. A. Reese-MUR    18     101        5.6
FIELD GOAL PCT  
G    FG   FGA   Pct
1. B. Eley-SEMO   17    97    162  .599
2.R.Jhson-SEMO 17     69    119  .580
3. D.Virgil-MUR     18     75    131  .573
4. I.Spencer-MUR  18    123    219  .562
5.S.Charity-MORE 16     71    134    .530
6.J. Jackson-APSU   15      76     150     .507
7.R.DeMchl-UTM  15    85    176    .483
8. J. Crumby-UTM 12    53   110   .482
9.T. Hassell-APSU 15    96   206  .466
10. A. Reese-MUR 18    85   183  .464
ASSISTS
G  Assists   Avg/G
1. A. Reese-MUR    18      98        5.44
2. J. Owens-EIU      19      97        5.11
3. D. Acuff-EKU       16      81       5.06
4. R. Duncan-MTSU 18     86        4.78
5. A. Betts-UTM      15      69       4.60
6.B.Williams-TSU           14      64   4.57
7.K.Cotton-SEMO          13       52   4.00
8.C.Hemphill-TECH      16      63   3.94
9.T.Hassell-APSU          15      52   3.47
10.B.Bohanan-MORE  15      46   3.07
FREE THROW PCT 
FTM   FTA   Pct
1. C. Johnson-SEMO    38     40   .950
2. K. Cotton-SEMO       31     37   .838
3.J.Heard-TECH 16     38      46    .826
4. A. Betts-UTM            39     49   .796
5.T. Hassell-APSU        65     83   .783
6. J. Roberts-TSU          52    68   .765
7. E. Brown-MORE        50    67   .746
8. R. Duncan-MTSU      41     55  .745
9.W. Robinson-EKU      61     82   .744
10. R. Johnson-SEMO   54     73   .740
STEALS
G  Steals  Avg/G
1. R. Duncan-MTSU   18      45      2.50
2. A. Betts-UTM          15      30      2.00
R. DeMichael-UTM15      30     2.00
4.M.Towns-MUR        18      35      1.94
5. J.Crumby-UTM       12      23      1.92
6. A. Reese-MUR        18      33     1.83
7. E. Brown-MORE     16      28    1.75
8. J. Owens-EIU          19      33    1.74
9. K. Hill-EIU. 19      31    1.63
10.W. Robinson-EKU 16       26    1.63
Women’s basketball
Tuesday’s results
Tennessee 77, Old Dominion 61
Auburn 104, Jacksonville State 63
Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
Conf. Overall
SE Missouri             7-2                12-4
Tenn–Martin            6-2                11-5
Tenn.Tech               6-2                11-5
Middle Tenn             6-2                10-6
Eastern Ky. 5-3                  8-7
Tennessee St. 4-4                  8-7
Murray St. 3-5                 4-12
Austin Peay             2-6                3-13
Morehead St. 1-7                 3-12
Eastern                  1-8                 3-13
OVC leaders
SCORING
G   Pts  Avg/G
1.L.Aldrich-EIU            16       322     20.1
2. Z. Harris-UTM         16      313    19.6
3. C. Sizemore-EKU   15      268   17.9
4.S.Moore-TSU          15       255    17.0
5.B.Coltharp-MUR     16      258    16.1
6.Q.Sullivan-APSU    16      253    15.8
7.C.Hassell-TSU        15      228    15.2
8.P.Corder-SEMO      16      243    15.2
9.H.Bates-MUR          16      223    13.9
10.D.Seng-TECH       16      221    13.8
REBOUNDING
G    TOT   Avg/G
1. D.Watts-MUR         16    147        9.2
2. J. King-EKU            15    116        7.7
3. M. Gadson-MUR    15    113        7.5
4. Z. Harris-UTM         16    119        7.4
5. P. Iverson-SEMO    16    115       7.2
6. A. Suffren-APSU     16    114        7.1
7. Leah Aldrich-EIU    16    111       6.9
8. K.K. Brunson-TSU  15     92       6.1
9.T. White-SEMO      16     94        5.9
10. Q. Sullivan-APSU  16     87        5.4
FIELD GOAL PCT 
G    FG   FGA   Pct
1. D.Seng-TECH    16    90   146   .616
2. J.Thmts-MTSU   16    57   100  .570
3. M. Gadson-MUR 15    84   150  .560
4. P. Iverson-SEMO 16    74   135  .548
5.Z.Harris-UTM      16   127   237  .536
6.T.White-SEMO   16    54   101  .535
7. J. King-EKU        15    46    87  .529
8.L.Aldrich-EIU       16   131   248  .528
9. B. Burrell-MTSU  16    64   123  .520
10. D.Watts-MUR   16    56   114  .491
ASSISTS
G   Assists   Avg/G
1.T. Fields-UTM       14       79        5.64
2. H. Bates-MUR      16       86        5.38
3.L.Moore-EIU         16       74         4.63
4.D.Mitchell-MOR    15       59         3.93
5. K. Stepney-TSU   15      55        3.67
6.H.Daulton-MOR   15       54        3.60
7.M.Bond-EKU        15       52        3.47
8.T. Brown-UTM      16      53       3.31
9. R. Gobble-TECH  16      51       3.19
10. C. Neeley-MTSU 16      49        3.06
FREE THROW PCT 
G   FTM   FTA   Pct
1. P. Iverson-SEMO 16    36    39  .923
2. P. Corder-SEMO  16    71    77  .922
3.T. Fields-UTM       14    61    70  .871
4. J.Thmts-MTSU    16    51    64  .797
5. B. Coltharp-MUR 16    46    59  .780
6. J. Holt-TECH       16    53    68  .779
7. R. Gobble-TECH 16    38    49  .776
8.Q.Sullivan-APSU  16    54     71  .761
9.C.Hassell-TSU      15     49    65   .754
10. L. Aldrich-EIU     16    52    69  .754
STEALS
G   Steals   Avg/G
1.H.Bates-MUR        16      48         3.00
2. J. McClure-MTSU  16     44        2.75
3. C. Hassell-TSU      15     38       2.53
4.T. Fields-UTM        14     35       2.50
5. B. Burrell-MTSU     16     38        2.38
A. Suffren-APSU   16     38       2.38
7.H.Daulton-MOR     15     33        2.20
8. L. Moore-EIU          16     33       2.06
9. K. Chavez-APSU    16     32       2.00
S. Moore-TSU        15     30       2.00
M. Cpbell-SEMO    14     28       2.00
Baseball
American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX – Agreed to
terms with RHP James Baldwin on a 
one-year contract.
MILWAUKEE BREWERS – Named
Ron Jackson first base coach.
MINNESOTA TWINS – Agreed to
terms with RHP Bob Wells on a one-
year contract.
NEW YORK YANKEES – Agreed to
terms with LHP Andy Pettitte on a one-
year contract.Named Gilbert Hight vice
president of administration and Kirk
Randazzo director of stadium opera-
tions.
TAMPA BAY DEVIL RAYS – Agreed to
terms with LHP Terrell Wade on a one-
year contract.
TEXAS RANGERS – Agreed to terms
with C Gregg Zaun, RHP Brandon
Knight, RHP Corey Lee, LHP Mike
Venafro, OF Ricky Williams and OF
Mike Zywica on one-year contracts.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS – Agreed to
terms with RHP Vincente Palacios on
a one-year contract. Designated C
Mark Dalesandro and OF Patrick
Lennon for assignment.
National League 
CHICAGO CUBS – Agreed to terms
with 3B Jose Hernandez and C Tyler
Houston on one-year contracts.
HOUSTON ASTROS – Agreed to
terms with RHP Jay Powell on a three-
year contract and RHP Sean Bergman
on a one-year contract.
MONTREAL EXPOS – Agreed to
terms with RHP Dustin Hermanson on
a one-year contract.
NEW YORK METS – Agreed to terms
with LHP Allen Watson on a one-year
contract.
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES – Agreed
to terms with LHP Paul Spoljaric on a
one-year contract.
USA Baseball
USAB – Named Mark Johnson coach
and Jerry Kindall, Keith Madison and
Rod Soesbe assistant coaches for the
1999 National Team.
BASKETBALL 
National Basketball Association
CHICAGO BULLS – Announced the
retirement of F Dennis Rodman.
FOOTBALL 
National Football League 
CAROLINA PANTHERS – Named
Scott O’Brien special teams coach.
JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS – Signed
DT James Clyburn, WR Damon Dunn,
CB Heron O’Neal, and TE Mark
Thomas from the practice squad.
Signed FB Matt Calhoun, C Dave
Kempfert, PK Steve Lindsey, LB Jason 
Nevadomsky, TE Cam Quayle and G
Steve Ingram.
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS – Named Mike
Sheppard quarterbacks coach.
TENNESSEE OILERS – Named Jerry
Gray defensive backs coach. Signed
strength coach Steve Watterson to a
three-year contract extension.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League 
MONTREAL CANADIENS – Recalled
D Brett Clark from Fredericton of the
AHL.
NASHVILLE PREDATORS –
Assigned G Chris Mason to Milwaukee
of the IHL.
COLLEGE 
SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE –
Suspended Mississippi F Marcus
Hicks for the first half of Wednesday’s
game against Mississippi State for
intentional and flagrant unsportsman-
like conduct during the second half of
the Kentucky-Mississippi game held
Jan. 16.
1937 – Nels Stewart of the New York
Americans became the NHL’s top
career scorer with his 270th goal in a
4-0 victory over the Montreal
Canadiens.
1968 – Elvin Hayes scored 39 points,
leading Houston to a 71-69 victory
over UCLA that ended the Bruins’ 47-
game winning streak. A regular-sea-
son record 52,693 fans attended the
game at the Houston Astrodome.
1980 – President Carter announced
that the U.S.Olympic team will not par-
ticipate in the Olympic Games in
Moscow to protest the Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan.
1980 – Terry Bradshaw passed for 309
yards and set two passing records as
the Pittsburgh Steelers beat the Los
Angeles Rams 31-19 to become the
first team to win four Super Bowls.
1985 – Joe Montana passed for a
Super Bowl record 331 yards and
three touchdowns, leading the San
Francisco 49ers to a 38-16 victory over
the Miami Dolphins. Roger Craig
scored a record three touchdowns.
EIU CALENDAR
The Union Bowling Special
for more information
call 581-7457
Union Bowling Lanes
Martin Luther King Jr. Union
Wednesday and
Thursday
6:00- 10:30 pm
Sunday red pin bowling
4:00- 10:30 pm
75¢ Bowling
and free shoe
rental
Come to the Craft Depot for
Greek Paddles!
Take
$1 OFF
your next paddle
with this ad!
Great Prices! Accessories!
Custom & Traditional Designs!
Craft Depot
581-5334
csjlc3@eiu.edu
One coupon per person/per purchase.  
Not Good with any other offer.  
Coupon Expires Feb. 28. 1999
Downstairs in
the Univerisity Union
SPRING
BREAK
ask about our $200 per room savings!
America’s BEST Packages
CANCUN        MAZATLAN
JAMAICA           S. PADRE
1-800-SURFS-UP
WWW.STUDENTEXPRESS.COM
CAMPUS REPS WANTED
EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH60
Free
NFL
NHL
COLLEGE
TRANSACTIONS
ON THIS DAY
stick together and believe.”
Center Leah Aldrich also contin-
ues to be upbeat.
“Even though we did lose, the
coaches encouraged us to keep our
heads high,” she said. “Last year we
beat Murray State at the buzzer. So
this year, I guess it was our turn.”
These do not sound like the
words of a team that has quit. So the
question becomes, what is the
team’s focus for the remaining ten
games?.
According to Klein, the idea of
aborting the mission at the last sec-
ond isn’t an option. The team is
already in the midst of a “rebuild-
ing” phase, the younger players are
already getting a chance to play reg-
ularly so the only option left for the
team is to play for pride.
Playing for pride is not an easy
idea to sell to a team, it remains to
be seen how the team will react in
the last ten games, but at this point,
given the teams’ precarious future,
one can’t help but be impressed with
the way the coaches and players are
dealing with the current situation.
“It’s frustrating because it’s a
pride factor, and our kids are focus-
ing every day on what it takes to
win,” Klein said after the Murray
State game. “We are real proud of
our effort during this losing streak.
Our kids are working hard. They
continue to work on the things that
need to be worked on.”
Klein has mentioned the thin
line between victory and defeat. 
“There’s just a major emotional
difference between winning and los-
ing,” Klein said. “When you lose it’s
tough. When you win it’s great. But
you still only have one choice – you
just have to keep working.”
Rosen
from Page 12
Rodman latest
to leave Bulls
CHICAGO (AP) – Rainbow-
haired, pierced, tattooed. And
now, retired. 
Dennis Rodman, whose mul-
ticolored hairdos, earrings and
body art made a fashion state-
ment across the NBA and
beyond, has become the 
latest star to leave Chicago as the
Bulls rebuild after the 
retirement of Michael Jordan. 
The seven-time rebounding
leader who once donned a wed-
ding gown, kicked a cameraman,
dated Madonna and head-butted
a referee is leaving the game,
Rodman’s agent said Tuesday. 
“He doesn’t want to play,”
Dwight Manley said, although
Rodman has considered retiring
in each of the last five years. 
“He wants to go into the
sports and entertainment field.
Some people have convinced
him that he wants to become a
movie star.”
Manley got the news from
Rodman in a phone conversation
Tuesday and said there are sever-
al teams still interested in signing
the wacky 37-year-old, known
for his ferocious workouts and
frequent forays to Las Vegas. 
Manley, who said he is sever-
ing his relationship with
Rodman, declined to identify the
teams that are interested in the
“Worm.”
One team not interested is the
Chicago Bulls, who are house-
cleaning this week following the
retirement of Jordan. Scottie 
Pippen, Luc Longley and Steve
Kerr are all headed to new teams. 
Rodman won three champi-
onships with the Bulls in 1996,
1997 and 1998, and two titles
with the Detroit Pistons in 1989
and 1990. 
Walsh set to rejoin
San Francisco 49ers
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)
– Over the past six months, the
San Francisco 49ers’ executive
suites were emptied by resigna-
tions and a firing. 
Now, as coach Steve Mariucci
quipped this week, San
Francisco’s depleted front office
is about to go from “zero to full.’’
Hall of Fame coach Bill
Walsh, 67, is at the center of a 
front-office restructuring designed
to bring direction and 
stability to a franchise left
foundering by ownership uncer-
tainties and the exodus of its top
officers. 
Walsh, back for a third tour
with the team, will be introduced 
as the 49ers’general manager at a
news conference Wednesday,
club sources said. He spent 10
years with the 49ers as coach,
leading them to three Super Bowl
wins during the 1980s, and spent
1996 with the club as a consul-
tant. 
“I have great loyalty to (team
co-owner) Ed DeBartolo and the 
San Francisco 49ers and believe
they need me at this time,’’Walsh
told ABC Sports Radio. “I’m
very excited about joining the
49ers and bringing them back to
the top of the National Football
League.’’
Amid the front-office tumult,
the club last week secured the 
future of its coach by signing
Mariucci to a new five-year 
contract, a move that quashed
speculation about his job security. 
Former UCLA coach Terry
Donahue also has been hired as
director of player personnel, a
team source said. Donahue was
in Mobile, Ala., as part of the
49ers’ delegation scouting play-
ers at the Senior Bowl, so his
introduction as a member of the
front office won’t take place until
Thursday or Friday. 
Ravens hire
new head coach
BALTIMORE (AP) – Art
Modell took the offensive
Tuesday in his bid to get to the
Super Bowl for the first time,
signing Brian Billick to a six-
year contract as head coach of
the Baltimore Ravens. 
Billick, the architect of the
Minnesota Vikings’ record-set-
ting offense this season, was
hired less than 24 hours after
becoming the fourth person to
interview for the job. 
“It was worth the wait,’’ said
Modell, the Ravens owner, who 
was to introduce Billick at an
evening news conference at the 
team’s stadium at Camden
Yards. Modell, who bought the
leveland 
Browns in 1961 and moved the
franchise to Baltimore in 1995,
has never had a team that went
to the Super Bowl. 
Billick takes over a team that
went 6-10 last season.
inbrief
national
sports
If a movie were to be made about thewomen’s basketball season, it would be thefeel-bad movie of the year. At 3-13, every-thing that could go wrong, has.
The flick would be like Hoosiers, except the
team would lose on a last second shot that spun
in and out of the rim. It would be Star Wars with
Luke Skywalker’s X-wing getting blown up at
the end, instead of the Death Star.
Moviegoers would be turned off, of course,
and attendance would certainly slack as it has
done for the currently showing feature presenta-
tion here on campus called “The Thin Red Line –
between winning and losing,” starring the Eastern
women’s basketball team.
The team has been snakebitten this year and it
seems as if this season was just not meant to be a
successful campaign for the Panthers.
They have been hit hard with physical factors
like untimely injuries and illnesses. 
Kate Atkinson will most likely be redshirted,
since she has been hampered by a stress fracture
all season long and she appears to be lost for the
season.
Atkinson is a small forward whom the team
was counting on this season to make an impact. 
“With her not
being able to play,
that has hurt our
team,” Klein said.
Portery Scott, a
talented point guard
who would have
brought some much
needed experience
and leadership this
season, was forced to
sit out as a transfer, the rules require her to.
Brook Gossett and Stacey Kingery, two
impact players who would have provided the
Panthers with some much needed depth, are both
being forced to redshirt due to injuries as well.
It has not been an easy road for the Panthers
thus far, but you would never know it by the
team’s attitude. 
To his credit, head coach John Klein has
remained positive and the team continues to
believe that they will eventually string together
some wins.
“We are going to put together some wins, and
if we get hot, anything can happen in the confer-
ence tournament,” Klein said. 
This
statement
was made
after the
team’s
most recent
loss in
Saturday’s
game against
Murray State. It
was a game that
the Panthers
could have
easily won
were it
not for
a few
costly turnovers.  
If Klein was blowing hot air when he made
this statement, the team certainly didn’t think so. 
Forward Amanda Garretson certainly hasn’t
lost faith.
“We believe in ourselves and so do the coach-
es,” Garretson said. “Everybody just needs to
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Battered, bruised and upbeat
By Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor
During the 1992-93 season, thewomen’s basketball teamwent 3-24. The bottom of thebarrel. Nowhere else to go
but up.
Barbara Hilke was out as coach.
Enter John Klein – the new coach
and prospective savior.
Six years later, the Panthers (3-13,
1-8) rest at the bottom of the Ohio
Valley Conference standings and need
to win all 10 remaining games to sal-
vage a .500 season.
“It is frustrating from the stand-
point that it hurts our pride,” Klein
said. “There is a lot of pride going
into winning and we are focusing
every day on what we have to do to
win. We just have to continue to come
to practice and forget about the stand-
ings and hopefully things will start
turning our way.”
Following three consecutive 12-15
seasons, the team faces the possibility
of a season with the fewest wins since
Klein’s first at the helm.
In 1993, Klein left NAIA affiliated
Fort Hays State after seven successful
seasons that brought three conference
titles, a national championship and
several coaching awards to take over a
struggling Eastern program.
The Panther program was in sham-
bles. After 12 consecutive winnings
seasons, Hilke’s squads went 11-43 in
her final two.
Klein, the 1991 NAIA Coach of
the Year, was hired to help bring the
program back to the level it was at
just a few years before.
The late hiring of Klein made
recruiting nearly impossible. The
stage was set for a rough start to a
Division I coaching career.
“We had only five wins that year
and we didn’t have as much talent as
the other teams in the conference,” he
said. “We did win three games in a
row toward the end of the season and
we carried that momentum into the
off–season.”
That momentum carried straight
through the off-season and straight
into the next one, which would prove
to be Klein’s most successful as the
Panthers’ coach. The squad more than
tripled its win total from the previous
year and advanced to the second
round of the Mid-Continent
Conference Tournament.
“We had won a lot of close non-
conference games and finished some-
where in the middle,” Klein said. “We
had been competitive in the league,
but struggled out of conference
because we scheduled a tough non-
conference schedule.”
Since that drastic improvement, the
team has stayed pretty consistent and
unless the Panthers win-out this sea-
son, the team will be facing another
losing year. 
Judging by the season so far, luck
will not be there to help the Panthers.
Eastern entered the year counting on
contributions from three players, all
of which have spent the season watch-
ing from the bench.
Injuries this season to junior Kate
Atkinson and freshman Brooke
Gossett have sidelined them for most
of the year and forced Klein to con-
sider red-shirting as an option. 
“Kate has to go in every two weeks
and get reevaluated,” Klein said. “We
can only go on how she is healing.
Would it be worth sacrificing a
whole year if she gets healthy?
You have to look at the whole
picture. Is it really fair to take a
year away from her?”
Eastern also entered the
season with intentions of
playing freshman Staci
Kingery, but a knee injury
suffered in her senior
year of high school has
not completely healed.
“She is not quite
ready,” Klein said. “It is
in her best interest to sit
out a year so she will be 100
percent.”
With 10 games remaining on
the schedule, there is a long way
to go in the Panthers’ season
and although the win totals
may be the same from Klein’s
first season, that is where the
similarities end. 
“Many people think
because of the win-loss
records they (the seasons)
were similar, but the team
this year is much more tal-
ented and deeper,” Klein
said. “We are competing at
a higher level even though
we haven’t been winning.
We have higher expectations
that we didn’t have in my
first year.”
Eastern’s version of Hoosiers,
with a losing twist
At 3-13, Klein keeps women’s 
basketball team playing for pride
See ROSEN Page 11
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